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To An Avid Soul
By SHANACHIE
Dear timid, greedy heart, would you then give the rose
For fragrance of its yearning lip?
O blind! to covet so the incense of an hour’s repose
That you would rend apart love's seal’d cup, to sip
Momental nectar from the shards.
The song your breast gave birth, in emptiness is chained.
Eternal, thronging echoes chant
Hs muted melody; yet fruitful land he sweetly reigned
Is barren; mirth he loved, neglected, left to pant

Beside a silent, broken spring.
O stay your hand against the bloom!
The treasure house of love, the seal’d cup, the grail
Of your own fragrance rare.
The wine you long for, guarded there
Is memory, your spirit frail
Will wither with its prescient bitterness of doom.
Unchain the bonded slave, your song,
And seek no more the dead’ning stillness of your grief.
Let song retill the land
.
Which by your pitied, willful hand
Is laid in waste, your journey brief,
With joy, with hope, with tender peace, will glide along.

(hie
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Victor Herbert’s Place in Music
By WILLIAM J. HOEFLER
Mr. Hoefler is a prolific writer; but he is not only

Externally all is quiet and beautiful. Best of all we

prolific, he is versatile. Not only does he pen stories of
the lost past, hazy future and problematical present,
but frequntly turns his attention to more serious prose

are given a brief moment of that which every mortal is striving for, namely true mental contentment
and real happiness. Once again we hear the infinite tenderness of “Gypsy Sweetheart’, or we feel
the pure love of “Kiss Me Again”. Perhaps it is

articles. Lastly, although many of his readers do not
know it, and William himself hides this light under a
bushel of pseudonimity, he ts wont to take a little canter on the back of Pegasus.
This article is Bill at his best, writing on a subject
dear to his heart, music, and particularly on the character in music most interesting to him—Victor Herbert.

—TueE Epiror.

\NIVE MILLIONS of people turn the dials of
their radios to the NBC program. A fullvoiced symphony is playing the opening

strains of “Mademoiselle Modiste”, or perhaps
“Naughty Marietta”. It might as easily be any one
of Herbert’s fifty other operettas. Each of the five
million rooms becomes hushed. The symphony
proceeds multiplied millions of times by the

machinations of men. The millionaire forgets the
depression in Wall Street. The doctor forgets his
surgeon’s knife. The lawyer, haunted by the legal
struggles of the day, feels repose. The laborer discovers a sort of mental rest stealing upon him. The
music has a universal appeal. The cares of the day
have fled with the sun. All are mentally transported on the wings of song to a colorful gypsy
camp, or to a mystic kingdom located nowhere in
particular. Perhaps we seem to be floating down a
smooth, silent river, secluded by sheltering elms

and oaks upon either bank. The rythmic strains
have replaced oars and engine as motive power.

the gentle philosophy of “Sweet Mystery of Life”,
or the haunting sadness of “Just a Kiss in the
Dark”, Perhaps with Andrew Carnegie we might

say,
“My idea of heaven is to be able to sit and listen
to all the music by Victor Herbert I want to.”
That Victor Herbert is popular with the great
mass of American people no one has ever denied.
Even Goldberg in an article in the American Mercury pauses in the midst of his veiled sneers on
Herbert’s art and says,
“He reached the musically untrained and taught

them to appreciate the difference between the music
of the day and the music of all time.”
Irish by birth, German by education, American
by choice, Herbert combined in himself his original
Gaelic exuberance, German technique, and American invention. He lacks the vast gorgeous chords
of Wagner, the tragic fire of Verdi, and the deep
moody themes of the older music masters. His
theme is of idealistic romance and this note he conveys convincingly to his public. Herbert dwelt in

a dreamworld in much the same manner as Longfellow did. Longfellow gives no hint of the worse
side of Indian life in his Hiawatha. Neither does

Herbert use the seamier side of things in any of his
Page seven

works.

His music is restful, romantic, idealistic,

of which they did not know.

The beautiful, half-

perhaps sad at times, but never tragic. It is said
that catastrophies in the lives of genius have produced our great tragedies. Herbert was blessed
with the absence of any such occurence. Beethoven,
torn with grief with hints of approaching deafness,

sad, half-glad melodies hushed even the noisy inebriates. The room became still. At its concelusion a spontaneous applause came like a clap of
thunder. Herbert bowed bashfully and took his
leave in confusion.
The said witness asked a

might throw open his windows in the face of a

waiter,

storm and compose his greatest symphony, with
the rain beating against his chest. As far as we
know Herbert was protected from any such tremendous emotion. His operas remained light and
romantic in theme, to the disappointment of many
music critics,
Herbert lived in Ireland with his grandfather,
Samuel Lover, a famous novelist.

At seven he went

to Germany to study music. He was brought up in
an atmosphere of literature, music and the fine arts.
He became a virtuoso on the violincello and secured a wide repute as a musician in Stuttgart. Romance brought the romantic Herbert to New York.
His sweetheart, Therese Foerster, was engaged by
the Metropolitan Opera Company as a prima donna.
Herbert could not bear the thought of a perhaps
final separation and accompanied her. He arrived
in New York an almost destitute musician. He
brought nothing but his art with him. He was immediately engaged by the Metropolitan Opera Company and attained early success. Soon he was on
tour with his own orchestra and became one of the
country’s best conductors.
His first symphonies, as Mr. Goldberg unkindly
remarks, he forgot with the able assistance of the

American public. In 1904 his opera, “The Captive”,
constituted his debut into the composer’s field.
From then on operettas, symphonies, musical
scores came from his pen with amazing rapidity.
The prolific Herbert was immediately popular with
the public but critics frowned on the speed with

which he produced his works. They said that no
masterpiece could come from such an impatient pen.

“Doesn’t he ever pay?”
“No”, the waiter replied, “he is Victor Herbert—
a genius. His money is no good here nor anywhere
else in New York.”
However, the composer was simple in his tastes.
It is related that though he turned down dozens of
banquet invitations weekly, and could be loaded with
the most delicious Epicurean delights in any hotel
in New York free of any charge, he was often seen
coming out of the lowly automat with his sandwich.

He explained to his bewildered friends that he liked
to work the nickel sandwich machine.
This composer stands like a shining light among
the popular composers of this period. He is, “as
bright as a star when only one is shining in the
sky”. The Tribune says that he and DeKoven for
a long time alone supplied the stage with real music
but that DeKoven was less prolific. His songs have
outlived the doleful ballads of the nineties of which

“Your Just Behind the Times”, and “She’s Only a
Bird in a Gilded Cage” are horrible examples.
Critics frown on his popularity. They cannot
understand how a classic artist can be popular.
Their idea of a great master is one who lives in
dire poverty all his life, composing in a garret and
perhaps dying there like Shubert. Herbert’s income of about twenty thousand dollars annually was
distasteful. Perhaps Herbert would have continued
to produce obscure symphonies and unpopular classic masterpieces with no regard for his public, had
it not been for such practical friends as Ziegfeld
and other producers. All critics admit his popularity but all do not admit him into the ranks of the

The criticism was unjust. The New York Tribune

great classical composers.

said,
“Though he wrote more light operas than any
man of his time he was never careless in his work.”
To Herbert New York was a sort of dreamworld.
He had thousands of friends, including such practical-minded ones as Florenz Ziegfeld, George Gershwin, and hosts of the most powerful men of Manhattan. It is related by a visitor of New York of

planted on the musical comedy stage and one on
the operatic platform. His heavy operas had but
mediocre success. He must have felt keenly the

the author’s acquaintance, that one night in the

“Rendezvous”, Herbert entered, to the delight of the
patrons of that exclusive night club, and ate an ex-

pensive repast. He attempted to pay his bill but it
was impossible for the waiters would not accept the
money. The composer then went to the piano in
his dreamy fashion and played a number the name
Page eight

Herbert had one foot

sting of his critics in the “Nation” and other art
magazines, particularly the “Musical Courier’,
which was always his enemy, and so attempted to

produce an American opera, “Natoma” with an
Indian theme. Somehow Americans are not convincing to other Americans when they sing of exalted passions and great loves. Some prophesied
this form of music would remain strictly European.

Herbert's field of success remained in the comic
opera. ‘There his versatility and lightness, served
him best.
’
His critic in the “Mercury’ accused him of writ-

ing with monetary gain in view unless his rapid
production was due to his natural exuberance. |
think this criticism is blind. Herbert composed as

quickly as reaction itself.

‘There is a story related

in connection with the composing of “Kiss Me
Again”. Rosa Ponselle was an unknown, unheralded prima donna in a lesser role in one of Herbert’s operas. One of the songs he had composed

lar as he with his happy gift of melody. He was no
mere improvisiteur. He won his way to success by
diligence and hard work. Unusual knowledge of
instrumentation made small orchestras sound as
well as large symphonies, which is a proof of his
mastery of technique.”
Herbert was always eager to improve his fellow

composers.

It is said that he offered to teach

for the part took the audince by storm. Rosa Pon-

George Gershwin instrumentation gratis, for he rec-

selle’s gorgeous voice was brought sharply to the

ognized a wealth of raw talent in that song-writer,

attention of the music-loving public and she was
hailed as a star. Herbert went backstage after the
performance to congratulate her and Ponselle, in
her warm enthusiasm, kissed him.

Herbert, usual-

ly bashful, said simply,

“Kiss Me Again!”
She did. Herbert, as always was his habit when
under any emotion, sat down at the piano. Then
the strains of “Kiss Me Again” were first heard by
human ears. Ponselle later featured this song in a
benefit concert in the New Amsterdam Theater.

The incident gives some hint to the remarkable
fertility of the composer. It might help explain his
vast numbers of operettas.

He was often compared to Gilbert and Sullivan.
It is contended that while Sullivan and his colleague
were more classical, they never were as popular as

Herbert. Some critics blame his librettists. They
claim that Herbert never had a librettist worthy of
him.

Smith and Blossom, who wrote many of Her-

bert’s lyrics, cannot compare with Gilbert.
In one phase of music Herbert remains undeni-

ably the great American master. His worst critics
admit this. It is instrumentation. Herbert through
his orchestra experience gained a wonderful know-

ledge of harmony. He was not a “one-fingered”
composer from Tin Pan Alley who had to hire a
musician to orchestrate his numbers. He was a
genuine artist. His friend, Ziegfeld, sometimes felt
dubious as Herbert went over a composition in the

producer’s office.
“Tt will be all right when I make the orchestration”, Herbert would always say.
And as Ziegfeld later remarked,
“It always was.”
Herbert often made an indifferent selection into
a work of art by his marvelous knowledge of instrumentation. ‘he New York Times says,
“No American writer of music was ever so popu-

Gershwin refused at the time. He has regretted this
ever since.
He was easily a leader among the musical comedy composers. Two Daytonians were dining in a
large New York hotel dining room, where they discovered a musician’s banquet near them. Presiding
was Victor Herbert. There was some argument as
to certain obscure technicalities of composition.
Herbert arose and went to a nearby piano saying,
“T think it should be this way.”
His fingers rippled over the keys like so many

feathers. The said witnesses were struck by the
grace and ease with which he played. Herbert returned quietly to his place.
cepted as final.

The question remains.
artist?

His word seemed ac-

Was Herbert a classical

I quote a court decision in his favor.

The

“Musical Courier” printed an article accusing Herbert of plagiarism, banality and shallowness. Herbert sued this magazine, and was awarded fifteen
thousand dollars instead of dying with a broken

heart.

The trial contained many witnesses promi-

nent in musical circles.

It upheld Herbert’s crea-

tions as original, genuine and classical.
Goldberg in the “Mercury” admits that Herbert
was also a classicist, though he thought he could
have produced greater things. The critic claims
Herbert ended an era, he did not begin one. Who

can tell whether Herbert ended an era or began one,
except Time, the most infallible critic of all.

Per-

haps in periods to come, critics with a greater fathoming power will hail him as the father of a distinct
American music. Perhaps he will have been said to
have bridged the gap between the old and the new.
It is undeniable that he has united the popular and
the classical music of our own day in spite of a
seemingly hopeless chasm between. Until such a
time let us consider Victor Herbert our best be-

loved and most representative composer.

America

has suffered an irreparable loss in his death.
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Jerry lind
Two a day and then—the ‘Talkies”’
By THOMAS DEVINE
L was back in 1903, when | was doing a bit of
everything about the office of the Mayfield
“Ledger” that I first heard of Jerry Lind. In
those days when shows made one night stands in
every hamlet and nook it was a festive occasion the
night on which the troupers showed in the local
town hall.
Naturally enough what was of interest to the
town was news. Hence somebody had to cover it.
Since I was the “cub” and the assignment was an

after hour one,.I got it.
So that night the Press (that was me) attended
the performance of “Bobkins Sensational Eight-act
Presentation” billed as direct from an extended
metropolitan run (every show was thus heralded).
The show was typical of those days, but a real
treat for people who seldom had an opportunity to
see another, and thus they were none too exacting
theatrical critics. One of the eight acts presented
a Jerry Lind in a song and dance act.
Now ordinarily these “road shows” had as their
performers veteran troupers, whom the bright lights
had dazzled to such an extent that they had taken
their inevitable toll. Performers who were on the

downward grade, and so when Jerry Lind, a mere
lad who could not have possibly been over eighteen
appeared, the villagers were somewhat shocked. A
lad of medium build, coal black hair, and a winning
smile, that was the boy who stood on the creaky
boards of the town hall stage and did his little act.
The act in itself was very ordinary but youth will
win out and Jerry received as many encores as
“Presto—The Master Magician” who was billed as
the headliner.
After the show, with an idea of turning in a
whale of a story and thereby curry the favor of the

he was good looking. He told me that his mother
and father, both then dead, had been Bobkin troupers, and hence his position. How, since his very
birth he had been making “overnighters”. How he
had tried to get into a field that was more lucrative but that the spirit of his ancestors was in his
blood, and he had been drawn back to the stage.
How he planned to continue this work for a year or
two and then get a chance to do something better
in the same line. How he finally hoped to become
a “Headliner”, see his name flaunted in the lights on

the sides of the country’s biggest houses.

Then, at

eighteen, he had visions of genuine stardom and the
glories that accompany it. That was the Jerry Lind
of eighteen, that I talked to backstage of the old
town hall in Mayfield during the year 1903.
Jerry Lind left for the next stop just as the sun
creeped over the eastern horizon in the wee hours
of the next morn. I continued my work on the
“Ledger” and in a few months the memory of Jerry
Lind was pushed to an obscure section in my none
too capacious brain.

1 stayed with the “Ledger” until 1912,when I went
to Brookville and began work on the “Dispatch”.

Part of my “beat” was to regularly review the
weekly vaudeville offering of four acts at the
“Pastime”, where third raters did two a day. Fo
three years I reviewed them all in a very dilatory
iashion merely because it was my job, and not be-

cause | was in the least interested.

Then one day

while I was in the manager’s office looking over
the next week’s bookings, I noted a song and dance
act by Jerry Lind. The name brought back a flood
of memories. Could it be the same Jerry Lind that
I had talked with twelve long years ago? A Jerry
that was certain he would soon be a_ headliner.

Could it be?

Was it the good looking, confident

“chief” | went back stage to see what | could glean

Jerry, who as one boy to another had told me of his

in regard to the why and wherefore of Jerry Lind’s
presence in a group of veteran troupers. The first
face | encountered was that of the famous Bobkins

dream? Could it be?

himself.

He received me with the cordiality of a

real showman and offered to introduce me to Jerry
Rind...

He- did:

Jerry turned out to be as affable and talkative as
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I took my seat that Monday night with far

greater anticipation than I had done in three years.
Why? Was it because I was anxious to see a third
rater do a song and dance act?

No indeed, but be-

cause I wanted to see if that performer was one [|
had once met, twelve long years ago.

I fidgetted through Act One, two black faced
comedians. I squirmed as an animal act numbered on the program Act Two, was completed.

Then the stage cards announced “Jerry Lind”.

I

sat erect, eyes to the right of the stage so that I
could see the performer the moment he stepped
onto the stage. I did. It was the self same Jerry Lind. ‘That is, it was the same person, but gone
were the traces of youthful bouyancy, paint sup-

plied the glow to cheeks that once nature had given
ruddiness. Jerry went through his act much in
the manner you would expect a third rater to do.

Yet I couldn’t get myself to believe that his act was
“punk”, for Jerry was an old friend of mine. As
soon as he took his final bow after two feeble encores I slipped out of my seat.
Around through the dark alley by the side of the
theater I went to the stage door. Once inside |
searched out Jerry Lind. At first he did not recognize me, but when I mentioned my capacity and
where I was from he grasped the chain of thought
and in surprise stammered out my name. Jerry

few and far between, when I did so, I saw Jerry

Lind before me, but what a Jerry Lind. The usually sleek and nattily attired and well groomed show
-man had on an ill fitting suit that gave every evidence of having been slept in, his coat was ragged
at the sleeves. These observations took but a second and | greeted Jerry Lind just as I had greeted
him twice before, then I invited him to accompany
me to a nearby inn where we could partake of a
little nourishment while we talked. He readily

acquiesced to the plan.
After we had been comfortably seated and served,
- | began to probe Jerry. “How are things breaking,
Lind?”

“They are not breaking at all”, he an-

swered, “all the small shows have closed and are

being wired for talkies.

I haven’t worked in about

five months and you know actors well enough to
realize that | had not saved anything for such a
time.”

Yes, I knew he had saved not a red cent,

few of his tribe ever do, and though Jerry Lind did

not say so I knew those five months had been five
months of hell.

Then Jerry questioned me, “Know

Lind knew me even though time had to a degree

anybody, Tommy, that could get me a job? I don’t

changed us both.

care how small it is, I’ll take it. Chances are it would

I asked him how things were coming, knowing
then that he was as far from fame then as he had
been twelve years ago. Jerry Lind at thirty was still
battling for a place among the topnotchers. A place
where he could rightfully come into his own as a
“headliner”. When I popped the question he smiled,
but it was a dull smile. A smile that lacked even
a tint of humor. Nevertheless a smile that denoted
courage, in spite of failure to attain the desired

give me the break that I have always been looking
for; then I could get where I always longed to be,

ends.

Then Jerry confided that he was not where

he had expected to be; he realized that he was far
from Broadway, the ultimate goal of every showman. “Nope”, he said, “I haven’t reached it yet,

Tommy,

I’m still nothing but a “Tank town

trouper’, but I keep going with the belief that the
rainbow with its promised pot of gold is just around

the corner”.

There you have the real Jerry Lind,

the years had made his face wan, his hair thinner,
but his spirit and confidence were unflagging. Could

right on the peak with the topnotchers”.
Well I didn’t know many people in town, but
one I did know was Sol Leibow, an entertainment
hooker. I went to him, and asked that he favor

Jerry if he could. He promised to do what
could and so I left Lind’s address in order that
might call him if anything turned up. A day
so later I finished my work and went back

he
he
or
to

Brookville. Six months later I transferred to Philadlphia and went to work on the “Star”. And believe me, these metropolitan papers really work you.
In the hustle and bustle of daily affairs I had for-

gotten that even such a person as Jerry Lind existed.

Work, work, and more work, that was my

lot. Just three weeks ago to the night I was at
my desk pounding away on routine stuff when the

phone rang. The distraction made me hit the wrong

saw nor heard no more of him until three years
ago. At the time I was in New York on a special

key. I cussed phones that had raucous bells. Back
spaced, made the correction, then answered the
phone.
It.was Murray the police reporter, he had just
returned from a run with Lieutenant Brister. Old
fellow staying down at the Palace Hotel (which
was nothing more than a cheap flop house, where

assignment and just in order to give the ol’ town

the patronage was mostly that of hoboes) had com-

the once over | was browsing about the theater
district. I halted in front of the “Grand” to view
the lobby display, while there I felt a tap on the
shoulder and a “Pardon me but
”.
T whirled

mitted suicide.

a performer with those sterling qualities fail? I bid
Jerry a hasty farewell, wished him luck and departed. I could remain no longer lest I put pessimism into his ever optimistic viewpoint.

That week-end Jerry Lind left Brookville and I

around, for my acquaintances in the “Big City” were

Had left a note on the table in the

room. From card in empty bill fold and contents
of pocket was identified as “Jerry Lind” formerly an actor. The name, the occupation struck me
with the force of a bullet. I gasped and asked for
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details. What had the note said?’
it to me.

Murray read

“If anybody wants to know where I| am, just
tell them that at last I’m with the big timers,

Bert William, Jack Donahue, Caruso and all
the rest of the crowd.”

I hung up the receiver, the message sobered me.
Although death was the means by which Jerry
Lind had finally reached the goal he had since youth

tried to attain, he was with the “Big Timers”.

I

leaned way back in my swivel chair and pondered,
and I’m stiii pondering over a strange character I
knew named Jerry Lind.

“The Stars at Night”
By J, HARVEY ROESLER
My fancy strays to other realms
Lo men of fabled fame,

The stars at night my soul inspire
With wondrous thoughts sublime;
Their old, white light of silv’ry fire
Expels all thoughts of time.

And thoughts of them my mind o’erwhelms

I think of ages long since dead,
And o'er me steals the thought
That ’neath these stars Aineas fled
On voyage danger fraught.

And then I think the stars look down
With thinly-veiled contempt
And o’er the moon there comes a frown
At my poor, weak attempt.

I see fair Dido on her pyre,

I wonder if bright stars as cold
In ages long ago
Sneered down at heroes, strong and bold
Who battled with the foe.

With eyes now dim with tears,
Consign unto the blazing fire
Her hopes, her loves, her fears.

With grandeur of their name.

I see old Rome, her strength, her might,

But then again their clear, bright light

Her haughty heroes bold,
A truly awe-inspiring sight
A world within her fold.

My thoughts change at the wondrous sight
To things less drab and drear.

And then I see a gallant knight

And once again I dream at night

In days of long ago

|

Who fights for God with all his might
Against the heathen foe.
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Grows mellow, soft, and clear;

When looking at the stars
And now, no more their twinkling light
With gloom my rapture mars.

Newmania
By LOUIS A. OTTO
“Newmania’, mania for the new, is the accusation
against our nation as a whole, and a well grounded
accusation it 1s.
This is Mr. Otto’s first appearance in these pages.
His academic style of expression, and lus lucid presentation of argument will win him many followers.

—TuHE Eprror.

T’ has been my experience that the American
people as a whole have little regard for criticism of themselves and of their mode of life,
unless it appears on the printed page. Reformers
may decry their customs, lecturers may shout and
saw the air, visitors from foreign lands may describe vividly their unfavorable impressions, but it
is only the written word that is taken with any seriousness. But if a European critic publishes a book
of his experiences, or a novelist describes us in no
complimentary terms through the leaves of his
work portraying American “life”, we seem to accept his word more readily than the actual fact.

“Tt must be true; it says so here in this book.”” How
often a credulous person affronts us with such proof
to some “wonderful” or “amazing” statement!
With so excellent a means of impressing the
American people, I have wondered for some time
why no essayist or satirist has taken up one of our
lamentable characteristics that is wide open to attack. I do not desire to criticize for the sake of
criticizing, nor endeavor to preach a reformation.
My motive is to call attention to a condition in
American life, and to suggest possible reasons for
its existence.

‘This unfortunate, as I see it, feature

has no official designation to my knowledge, and
therefore I have coined the term, “Newmania”.

Newmania as it appears to me is the perpetual,
unsatisfied, craving on the part of certain types of
American people for something new, extraordinary,
or novel. he prime means employed by such people to reap the most happiness out of life, is to obtain the “enviable” classification of being “modern”

and “up-to-date”.

To be able to outshine continu-

ally their neighbors of the same category as themselves is the highest attainment of success that they
would desire.
This trait, that might be classified under either
tragedy or comedy, shows itself in multifarious
ways.

Habits and customs of social life, spiritual

as well as material possessions, are effected. It
can be seen in almost any walk of life, but particularly in the middle classes where financial conditions combine with lack of common sense to produce this queer result.
It has been said that nothing is so old to a journalist as yesterday’s newspaper. In regard to Newmania it might be claimed, that to those afflicted
with this mental disease nothing is more ancient
than, for instance, an automobile of a vintage more
than two years back, or a fad that has had its ar-

dent fans, seen its heyday, and quietly passed out
of the picture. In plain words this might be called
the creed of the entire Newmania doctrine.
It is not difficult to verify these statements. Observation of what is taking place around us, among
our neighbors, relatives, and friends, as well as the
outside world, bears out what I have said. We
readily see that certain people have the spirit of
Newmania. If it is at all possible they possess the
“latest” in every line—radios, furniture and automobiles, to clothes, books and magazines, yea,
down to a multitude of decorative, useless, odds

and ends that may be purchased in “art” or “gift
shoppes”’. In thir social set, they are known for

the “smartness” of their home, entertainments,
whatever appears to the external world.
They are the first to take up any new fad and

among the earliest to discard it for another that
catches their fickle fancy. Miniature golf and mah
jong, the latter now as extinct in America as the
prehistoric mammoth, are but two illustrations.
Some of the adherents to Newmania specialize in
certain branches. So called “religions” (they do
not bind at all) seem to be a favorite field for exploitation at leisure moments as well as to follow

the crowd.

Christian Science, spiritualism, Theos-

ophism, and a’score or more of freak beliefs attract the American people at various stages of their
existence.
It would be possible to continue naming ways in
which this “new” craze has influenced the lives of
Americans. An essay could even be written on
each of them. I believe however that I have sufficiently indicated that there is such a condition,
and any one desiring further evidence need only
observe his fellow citizens and himself, and he will
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see what queer creatures we really are after all our
civilization.
Before considering theories on the origin and
causes of the Newmania, I must pause for a momentary digression from the main line of thought.
It is not my design to criticize anything for the
fact that it is new. Instead, it is the readiness with
which we adopt something new—in customs, morals, or material objects that is the main point of
discussion. It seems that whatever we discard for
new fancies does not need to be past its usefulness
(which is certainly impossible in many things, like
marriage, but which are nevertheless condemned)
but merely that they have reached an age or condi-

tion in which they are considered “passé” or “oldfashioned”.

‘To my mind that is an odd reason,

but many of us seem to think it logical. I do not
want to be sentimental or emotional to the past
and long established customs, or to be considered
unprogressive in accepting the improvements in
our life which are afforded us. ‘To say the least
however, we must decide carefully whether the new
objects which we desire form a step forward, or
are merely newly-painted baubles which catch the
eye.
There may be, and probably are many causes for
the prevalence of Newmania among us. In the
period of infancy anything bright and shiny appeals
to the childish mind, and the new toy of a playmate may cause tears of jealousy and a demand to

mother for a similar article.

the same things that were so attractive in childhood. The form may be different, but the essence
remains the same—something new. In like manner, the tears of childish envy are replaced by the
secret ambition to outdo the neighbor when he purchases a shiny new automobile, “to show him something”’.
In seeking causes for social characteristics in this
country, almost anything can be shown to be the
result of the comparative youth of our nation. |
fear | must call upon this argument in presenting
this case. Our young nation is like the young child,
in regard to its inhabitants. [he mental outlook
of the people as a whole has not the ages of matur-

ity in back of the countries of Europe.

‘This is

borne out in the works of numerous writers on this
country, of our and her citizens. It is also the
claim of others that the lack of this mental experience, so to say, is the reason for the lack of truly
great men in the fields of literature, art, and music,
in comparison with the masters of Europe. ‘his
supposition, however, lays open to attack from another angle, on which it is said that our lack of
genius may be traced to our machine civilization.
But this also, our machine civilization and what

preceded it, is a cause of Newmania. For it was
only by the unlimited wealth of our country that we
could ever reach a stage where every new fad could
attain popularity. In time, with other influences
coming into their own, all this may be changed.
When, how, and why, I have not the prophetic vi-

Years bring maturity

sion to say, but come it will, and the people of

in body and mind, although in many cases the latter point is open to discussion. Nevertheless we
must admit that many of us are still pleased by

America will be considered in this line what they
are already considered in the other fields in which
they have reached supremacy.

The Proposal
By G. F.
My Sweet, [ dream of you in early morn
When songbirds raise their notes to God above,
And trill to me of everlasting love,
That sweetens life for babies yet unborn.
That love is told by eager hunter's horn
Who sees his heart’s delight in cooing dove
And strokes the dog, his hand bereft of glove,

Who wanders all alone and quite forlorn
In search of her who 1s to be his mate.
That love is whispered in your half-turned ear
For you mean much to me. And happiness
Depends, for me, on how you will relate
The answer to my prayer. Allay my fear
And tell me: Do you love me? Please say “yes’’.
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Bill and Bill
or Pal, Roommate and Cynic
By BARRY DWYER
NE thing that I can’t understand is why so
()
many pals of mine have become cynics.
Here we’ve been going to college together
for years, everybody as happy as a halibut in a fish
store, and now you'd think that théy were mad
about something, or the world wasn’t treating them
right, or something. All that you have to do to
make them sore is to say hello, or that it’s a nice
day, or something.

Take my friend Bill Parker for an example. Bill’s
family named him William Berthingale Parker Jr.
which is pretty bad I'll admit, but not bad enough

to make him sneer whenever a good pal has a date.
or to snicker whenever said pal receives a letter
from the girl friend, even if he did use to go around
with her. Anyway she’s a nice girl. Everybody
but Bill Parker says so, and Bill Parker is prejudiced. Now I don’t care if Bill wants to be a cynic.
I’m a good enough pal to want to help him over
the rough spots. He could even croonalittle if he

you can stand somebody if they’re a little bit sad,
because you know that they’ll get over it in a couple of weeks, especially if the party is your best
pal. But this business of being a cynic, nobody
knows how long that’s going to last. It’s a disease
like asthma, or fallen arches, or something, only
more permanent. And when the cynic even starts
writing poetry about being a cynic, it might never
stop, because he might even make money off it.
Just the same Bill Parker has got to stop being
a cynic unless he wants to find another roommate,
so I just decided to tell you how it happened, so
that maybe you could make some suggestions as to
what I should do.

When Bill Parker and I entered college at Clare-

and look at Bill’s cynicism all day. You'd think he
was practicing a part in an amateur production, or
something. He spreads his cynicism all over the

ville, which is a darned good school and I don't
care what you think, because jealous people have
been going around and spreading libel, we were just
like all the other freshmen, just entering college,
because there's something that’s a lot alike in all
freshmen, just entering college, but Bill was more
so, if you know what I mean. When I went up to
the room to sort of introduce myself, he had the

room. He’s a cynic when he sits down to eat. - He’s

door locked, and it took me about fifteen minutes

a cynic when we toddle into town for a show. He’s
a cynic when the boys get together to put somebody on the pan in a friendly way. He’s a cynic
until he goes to sleep at night, and then I can’t get
any benefit from his acting natural, because I generally go to sleep, too,and anyway I know that when
he wakes up in the morning, he’ll start right in being a cynic again.

to convince him that I wasn’t a soph out looking
for victims. And anyway, when I did get in, he

wanted to. But I'll be darned if I can stand around

But somehow I managed to stand him being a
cynic until just lately, when he started to write
poetry. It sort of went to his head, or something,
and anyway, there isn’t any use in trying to blame
everything that happens on some poor, defenseless
fem, especially if said fem is held in high standing
by your roommate. Anyway, if Bill Parker doesn’t
change his expression by the next semester, and
quit reading stuff out loud that he calls poetry, he’s
going to have to find another roommate. And
anyway, if that Egglestone woman hadn't called
him a cynic to his face in an admiring sort of way,

he'd be O. K.

He might be sad, or something, but

right away locked the door again and then sat down

on the bed,

It seems that somebody had told Bill

all about ferocious sophs who go around looking
for fresh material to beat into a pulp, which was
just like telling a young kiddie about Bluebeard
just before he goes to bed, and thus scare him to
death so that he can’t go to sleep, and when he
does, he'll probably wake up with a horrible nightmare. Anyway, the person who told Bill those
stories was his uncle, who thought that Bill needed
some good red blood, so he sort of sent him off like
a lamb to the slaughter.

And anyway, Bill’s uncle

went to school back in ninety-something when they
did those things, because they don’t do those things
any more. Besides, I don’t think that Bill’s uncle
liked Bill very well.

Well, I sort of soothed Bill down about the sophs
and introduced myself, my name being Bill like his,

too, only mine not having any Barthingale Parker
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Jr. on it, for my old man sort of called me Bill,
because it was an easy name to remember, besides, °

he didn’t believe much in fancy names or tags like
Jr. I remember once when | got a letter with
Mr. on it, he batted me along side of the ear for
putting on airs. ‘hat was before he madealot of
money in the importing and wholesale business. I
remember when he said:
“By so-and-so Bill, nobody’s going to say that I
aint done right by my kids. You're old enough
now and big enough to go to school. I didn’t get
much of an education myself, but by so-and-so I’m
goin’ to give my kids one. And by so-and-so, if

you don’t make the football team, by so-and-so [ll
kick the so-and-so seat of your pants.”
My father was a strong man, and so that’s how |

came to go to school. Well, I didn’t have much
trouble getting into Clareville, which is by some
dirty hounds called an outlaw school, because
they’re nice to people, and which is the worst kind
of libel, because there isn’t an outlaw at Clareville,

because | ought to know if there was.
Well, anyway, Bill Parker and | got along pretty
well together, even if Bill wasn’t very big, and wore
glasses, besides he was very smart. Bill soon got
over his scare about the sophs, and besides nobody
would ever bother him when I was around, and be-

sides nobody bothered about whether you were a
soph or not, you just sort of took some classes, or
something. It was real nice. Well anyway, we
had a pretty good time the first year, and I played
on the football team as per the old man’s request,
and Bill studied pretty hard which was what he

went to school for, although I can’t see much profit
in that, but anyway, I didn’t care much because
Bill sort of helped me once in a while when I
thought I might have something to do along that
line. Well, that’s how the first year went along,
which was just to sort of show you what kind of a

guy Bill was, or something.
Well, we sort of went along like that for several
years, just a couple of pals. Bill began to get
smarter and smarter, which was O. K. with me,

for he never acted queer about it, or anything. I
was playing football, and winning letters all the
time, which was what the old man wanted, but if
you ask me there wasn’t much profit, as I could
make quite a nice piece of coin if I wasn’t playing
in college instead of with a pro team all the time.

old man didn’t send me plenty, for as he said lots
of times, he was not a piker.
Well anyway, that’s the way things went along
until this year. This year Bill said he was going to
get ready to graduate, or something, but I don’t
say nothing to him about it at the time, even if I
did think it was a dirty trick to want to go away
and leave a pal, when you might as well stay. But
Bill was sort of hopped up about a fem or something, and he wanted to graduate, which is a bad
sign if you ask me.
However, I had never met this fem of Bill’s, for
if you ask me fems are all alike, and anyway, |

never figured that any Greta Garbo could get a
frenzy over Bill, for as I said before Bill was no
guy like this Apollo which is a name for a hand-

some guy in one of Bill’s books.

But if you ask

me I’d say that he was a sap for running around
without no clothes on. Bill was like this guy
Apollo in one way, neither one of them was a snappy dresser. A nifty,eh? Well anyway, even if
Bill wasn’t no good looking guy, or even a snappy
dresser, which is a good way to be even if you
don’t look like no collar add, because I found that

out myself, even though I don’t look like no fifth
rate palooka either, he was a good guy, before he

became a cynic. Well anyway, one day Bill barges
into the room, all filled with smiles. He just sort
of went into a fit, or a dance, or something, and
then plants himself in front of me:
“How are you Bill?” says he.

“QO. K. Bill.

How are you Bill?” says I.

Which

was a way we had of kidding each other.
He just kept grinning at me in that sappy way
until I finally ask him,
“Why all the joy Bill? Did someone leave you

a pile of dough, or something?”
“No sir’, says he sitting down on top of his desk,
“No sir. Money couldn’t make me feel this way.
Mary’s in town.”

Can you tie that.

Getting all hopped up because

some fem arrives on the scene. You can see from
that what Bill was like. I just sort of got used to
him, because there wasn’t nothing else to do but
just sort of get used to it, or something.
Well anyway, just because this fem that Bill
was cuckoo about had come to town, there was

going to be a party for her, or something.

Bill

didn’t go out on very many parties while he was at

However, every once in a while I madea little bit

college, although I frequently tried to get him to

playing with an amateur team in town under another name, which was O. K. for nobody never said

join the boys in a bit of merry making, but Bill was
always busy studying, or something. However, this

nothing about it, except maybe a few pikers who

being a party flung in honor of his fem, he was of

don’t count anyway, besides several of the other
boys did the same thing, for it was an O. K. way

course, going to be present with all the necessaries.

of picking up a little honest dough.

tie, which if you ask me was a kind of dead rag, but
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Not that the

He even went into town and bought himself a new

Bill liked it, and so I pretended that I did too, al-

though I offered him one of my Nobbies to wear,
but he said, no thanks just the same. Bill was kind
of funny that way, I mean about ties and clothes.
This party was to be thrown at the house of a
fem I knew, whose name was Geraldine Williams,

and who was a pretty good looker, and who had
known all the college boys for years. She was always nice and hospitable to everybody, and | sort
of went about with her for a while in my freshman
year. Bill and I arrived in a taxi, which I had
hired, because I always believed in doing things

right, and not being a piker, which was what the
old man had always told me to do. Anyway, Bill
did not put up a squawk as he usually does, for he

something odd for Bill, who is usually a quiet guy,
so I right away decide that he must of had indi-

gestion, or something the night before, but before I
could ask him about it he sort of popped off and
went to a class, I was sort of tired so I didn’t think

that I would go to class, because I always thought
it was kind of silly anyway, you just sat and listened to some guy run off the mouth, which is I

think not very much fun, in fact, I do not think
that I like this part of a college education very
much, for I can sleep more comfortably in bed,

which is what everybody except a few queer guys
do in class. So I just sort of stayed in bed, and
after maybe a half an hour some guy comes up and

hammers on the door, I don’t say nothing, but I

picker in fems even if he don’t know so much about

am plenty mad because this cluck woke me up
again, but he just keeps on hammering, so I yell
out and ask him what he wants. He says that there
is a fem on the phone asking for Bill Parker, so I

clothes, besides, he didn’t have nothing to say about
his own looks. I just sort of ankled around until

right, I'll answer the phone.

was very anxious to see this fem, which he had not
seen since the Christmas holidays. Well anyway,
we got there and right away | see that Bill is some

Bill gave me a knockdown to this fem, whose name
is Mary Smith, which is very ordinary, but which
she was not. Right away I made an impression by
asking if she was related to any of the other of the

Smiths who I knew.

Everybody laughed, for they

all expected me to pull a nifty every time I went
any place, and anyway, | found out that it’s a good
way to make a good impression when you meet
anybody. Pull a nifty before they have a chance
to say anything, it sort of eases over their embarrassment, or something. Anyway when we were
standing there talking about football, which is something I just naturally talk about, and I was telling

this Mary Smith about a touchdown I| had made
single-handed in the last game of the season, somebody suggests that they turn on the radio. I am always in favor of a little dancing myself, and so |

just sort of cut in on Bill who was also getting
ready to dance with Mary, and so just walked off
with her, which is a roommate’s privilege anyway.
Just as we got dancing somebody accidentally
kicked the radio, or something, and it went off.
Well, there was nothing else to do but fix it or
dance all night to a phonograph the records of
which was pretty old, so Bill knowing all about
radios was sort of elected. In the meantime Mary
and I sort of stayed together, because I was keeping my eye on her for Bill, like a good pal, and besides, we seemed to get along together pretty well.

Anyway, the party was a big success, but Bill’s a
funny guy, when I asked him if he had a good
time he didn’t say nothing, he just made a funny
noise.
Well anyway, the next day Bill sort of felt better or something, and he talked plenty, which is

like Bill’s pal and roommate which I am, I say alSo I goes down to

the phone and guess what? Here it is that little
fem, Mary Smith, the same one as before. She
says:
“Hello Bill. Is this Bill?”
And I very polite say, “Hello baby.

Yes this

is Bill.”
And she says very cold, “Are you trying to kid

me?

You don’t sound like Bill.”

So in order to keep her feet on the ground I say,

“O yes, this is Bill.

This is Bill, Bill Parker’s

roommate.”
Well this of course sort of smoothed over matters,
and she sort of laughs and asks how I am. Pretty
soon I notice that I am getting kind of cold, not
having any socks on at the time, besides some rude

guy is whistling and stamping up and down outside the phone booth, so I finally asks if there is
any message for Bill. She says yes, she wanted to
know why he was so mean the night before, and

why he didn’t say whether he was coming over
this evening. So Bill being my pal, I put in a good
word for him, and say that he is worried about the

studies, because he wants to graduate this year,
and that the reason why he didn’t say nothing

about tonight was probably because he was going
to study, as he usually did. She didn’t say nothing about Bill after that in a nice way, so I sort
of tried to smooth things over by reminding her
that Bill wasn’t like other people, being a little

queer.

Well finally this fem says that she doesn’t

want to hear nothing more about Bill, as he was
nothing to her anyway. So I says, listen, that is
no way to act, I'll come over this evening and tell
you all about Bill, you mustn’t get mad at him. So
she says alright but that I could tell Bill that he
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didn’t need to think that it would do any good.
Well, when I came out of that booth, my feet were

cold, and this guy which was waiting to use the
phone said something about an hour and turtle
doves, so I made a pass at him, but he got in the
booth just in time, which. was I thought pretty
good work for a pal in one day, get cold dogs and
have a fight for him just because his fem is mad and
you are trying to help him out.
After class Bill tries to call his fem but she is
always not at home, so he is pretty sad, but I try
to cheer him up by saying that I would fix things

up for him later in the evening, and that I would
then phone him and he could rush right out to his
fem’s. Well Bill agreed to this, so that eve I went
over to try to fix things up between Bill and his

fem.

Well, she wouldn’t say a thing about Bill,

although I tried to show her all evening what a

good guy Bill was even if he did have faults.

So I

went back to the school and told Bill that everything would be O. K., and that by tomorrow night
I would have her won over to my way of thinking. Bill looked at me kind of funny, and said that
he guessed that I would, but that for his part, he

was going to bed.
The next eve I| tried all over again, but this fem
said that she was bored hearing about Bill, because
the more I said the more she was convinced that
he was a punk, and besides, we might as well take
in a show and forget about him. Well, I agreed
with her for that was one of my tricks to get her to
agree with me. Be nice to her. Well, we went to
the show, which was sort of sad.

It was so sad

that Mary kind of layed her head on my shoulder
and began to sort of cry. What could I do? I
_couldn’t tell her that my shoulder had a “No Parking” sign on it, so I let her have her own way until
the end of the show. When the end of the show
came I sort of looked around and there was Bill
Parker sitting behind us. Mary looked around, too,
and acted as though she was kind of embarrassed,
so I tried to smooth things over by thinking up a
nifty, but before I could crack one Bill got up and
walked out without saying a word, a nice way for
a pal to act if you should ask me. Well, when I
got home Bill wasn’t there, in fact he didn’t get
home all night and the next morning somebody
went down and bailed him out of jail, which was
where he was put for getting cock-eyed and trying

he said that Bill had been O. K. up until then, did
not kick him out of school, but he said that Bill
would not get to graduate that year, but that he
would let him graduate next if he wished to. Bill
didn’t say nothing, which was the whole trouble,
-he didn’t say nothing for a week, because he
wouldn't even say nothing to me, and I am his
pal, which is a bum way to treat a pal if you should
ask me, especially if said pal has been trying to

help you out. Well, finally Bill began to talk again,
he said that he guessed that I couldn't help it. I
said that of course I couldn’t, because the fem just
naturally didn’t go for him. He said that that was
not what he meant, but to let it go at that. Well,
Bill was kind of sad from then on, but I knew that
it would wear off, but one night we were walking
down the street when we ran into that Egglestone
fem, who is just naturally crazy, because everybody says so. Well, 1 would have breezed on by,
but she saw us, and so we had to stop to be polite.

Well, she was all full of news, or something.

She said that she wanted us to come to a party she
was throwing for a new fem, which had just arrived a few days before. Before she could say
very much Bill says:
“Why should we want to meet this new fem?
All fems are alike, anyhow.”
Did this Egglestone get mad or anything? I
should say not. She just sort of looked at Bill
admiringly and said:
“Bill, I’m afraid that you have become a cynic.”
Right away you could see the change in Bill, he
just sort of swelled up or something, he sort of
curled the corners of his mouth, and pulled down

his eyebrows. Not only that he went to the Egglestone fracas and practically insulted all the fems
there, including the new one, but they none of them
looked mad, they just sort of looked admiring, or
‘sappy, whichever was their best expression.
You can right away see that that sort of thing
did not do Bill any good, instead he began to run
around to all the blowouts, and didn’t study very
much anymore. He gave up studying in order to

practice being a cynic, which is O. K. with me, I
mean the studying part, but he’s got to stop practicing being a cynic, and since he has become a
poet, nobody could stand him, not even a pal. So
he had better quit or I will move out on him, and
he will have to look for another roommate next

to fight six policemen, which greatly surprised me,

year, for he says that he doesn’t know when he

for Bill never did nothing like that before, but you
can never tell. Anyway, that was the turning

will quit school now, for he has just begun his college education, which is just the way he talks all
the time now.

point in Bill’s life, besides the president, because
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You and I—Hero Worshippers
By THOMAS DEVINE
Did you think that you had ceased to be a heroworshipper, when you no longer wanted to be a ratlroad engineer or a cop? Read and be undeceived.
Tommy gets everything into his writing excepting
his inimitable drawl.

—TueE Eprror.
ID you ever play the game of make believe?
Surely you have. Did you ever indulge
in that grand old American pastime of hero
worship? Surely you have. Did you ever picture
yourself in the shoes of some one who was famous? Surely you have.
It may not have been a conscious action but more
than likely it was. You gave the matter quite a bit
of thought and put the question to yourself pro
and con. After stormy debates in which you were
at the same time both the negative and the affirmative team you arrived at the conclusion that you
most certainly wished you were he, who was
famous.
Even as a lad this game intrigued you. How
often as a tot when you had not a care in the wide
world to trouble you, did you gaze with astonish“ment as the bright red and highly bedecked fire
trucks whizzed past your door. Just as many times
as they passed, that many times you firmly wished
and solemnly avowed that when you blossomed
into manhood that you would be a fireman. Then
you could have the thrills and fascinations that
you thought must necessarily come to these public
D

servants.

As you become a trifle older and began to make
excursions into the city, did you not stare with
avid pleasure at the blue-coated, brass-buttoned
guardians of the law? Did you not yearn for the
time to come when you would grow up and could
qualify for the privilege of sporting what you then
thought a handsome uniform? Did you not wish
the day of your maturity would hasten so that
you might become endowed with the god-like privilege of bossing your humble subjects about? Surely these wishes and desires were a part of the numberless joys that you as a kid longed to have and
even the mere mental notations of them brought
happiness.
In fact in those early days of adolesence, if you

are but honest with your nearly grownup self, you

seldom saw or encountered any one who, even in
the slightest of ways stood before the public gaze
that you did not envy. Isn’t it so? You wished
with the full capabilities of your powers of
desire that you were in that person’s shoes. ‘These
acts were a very intimate part of your existence.
They moved you with ease and agility through
your own little world of make believe. A world
that you as a child could capitalize on to the fullest extent because of your very innocence which
enabled you to play upon possibilities without the
remotest thought of reality. A Utopian circumstance that brought unlimited joy without the
chance of malignant sorrow creeping into the ranks.
Yes, these imaginative longings were all a part
of your being, minus them life would have been
quite empty. But then, you began to age, you began to grow up and with these processes you adhered to the biblical phrase “when | became a man
| put away the things of a child”, and so you did.
No longer did you give a thought to the idea of becoming a policeman, a street car conductor, or a
circus clown, in fact, you looked back and chuckled
over those balmy notions. What had once been
your greatest desire now became an idea that you
had outgrown. An idea that you now looked upon
as humorous, very humorous in fact.
Yet even as you passed through the trials of the
grades, and looked with scorn on the ideals that you
had earlier established, you did not sever yourself
from the world of imagery. You now held as your

clay god some older boy whose prowess in devious
fields you secretly hoped to imitate. Some lad but
a trifle older than you whom you put up as a model
on the pedestal of your aspirations.
Had the world changed quite a bit for you?
Seemingly it had. Your joyously illusioned past
had given away to this ever glamorous and ideal
future, with which this fascinating American pastime of hero worship and make believe gripped you.

3ut take stock. Had it changed? . Not one whit.
The basic principle remained as of yore only your
mind’s conception of your ambitious attainments
in the universe had been altered.
In this state of affairs your grade school days
faded into the background and you entered with

fear and trepidation into the sacred sanctum of
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some hallowed high school. A swift review shows
that unlike your early aspirations, those that you

had just recently held did not necessarily have to
be relegated to the era of the discarded. Now you
stood on the very threshold of the sphere in which
your idol existed. Now you had your chance to
emulate him. Did you? Perhaps you did, but it is
more than likely that you did not. Once you entered into this world that had formerly existed as
well nigh unattainable, its walls crumbled.

It did

not meet your expectations. Was this the world
that you had always longed to be a part of? It
was; but that fact did not appease you, you still
set your timepiece of hope ahead and dreamed of

the hour when that goal would be reached.
College heroes whose names were flashed in bold
type streamers the country over for public acclaim
now held your attention. You knew that these
seemingly supermen were the final step in your
idealistic evolution. With that foremost in mind

you carried on through prep school days. Then one
bright June morning you received a sheepskin that
denoted the successful culmination of high school
work. You were now on the edge of that bigger
and better kingdom of “College”. With eager anticipation of the future occupying the foreground,
the short summer months slipped by.

September: and the clarion call of college. With
the feeling of a trooper on the eve of a triumphant
march you answered its melodious notes. You entered the new world, you saw, but alas conquered

not, in the sense that you had long dreamed.
What had appeared gigantic was now trivial, you
found the “supermen” who performed routine antics on the fields of athletics just as human as you;
the educational system you had pictured as the

acme of perfection was found to have faults just as
any other organization. Another one of your dream
castles of make believe land had been shattered by
the bullets of truth and realization. But did you
forsake your futuristic picture of what was ever
lurking ahead? Not for a minute, as the particular work in which you were interested unfolded itself, and the prominent men who had helped to place
the profession on the high plane that it held, took
definite shape, once again you “hitched your wagon
to a star’ and were carried away through mental
channels into the dim but not too distant future.
When you enter its gates, however, do you expect the reception therein to be what you look forward to? Sure you do, but there harbors in shadowy background a memory of the past that taken
as a criterion tells you with certainty that it will

fall short of the ideal.

when you do and find the victory not near as sweet
as imagined, you will go right on building still
more castles in the unplaceable world of make-

believe.

Isn’t it true? Experience will prove it. If

you should demand an explanation we can do no
better than borrow a phrase from the song writers.
The answer is just three little words: “It’s human
nature.” Do you agree?

A Melody
By N. DIDISHKO
Flowing water, flowing ever,
Ceasing never,
Happy 1s thy lasting song.
Mine is sad; it lives an hour,
Like the flower,

Dies amid a heartless throng!
Forests love thee understanding,
Ne’er demanding,
Sweeter strains of melody.

Flowing water, flowing ever,
Ceasing never,
Exchange thy place with me!
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But do you quit? Not even

a thought of that, you wish to make sure, and even

The Curse of Botschika
Some Early American Politics
By WILLIAM J. HOEFLER
HE year was without a number. Roughly
aL though, it was the age of the ice cap. The
land mass, which we now familiarly know
as North America, possessed no temperate zone. It
was frigid in the north and torrid in the south. The
tall, brawny Atlantans became increasingly aware

of it as they pushed their way through an ancient
forest that had never known a human intruder before. The air had been gradually changing from a
stifling heat to a bone-chilling cold for the last few
weeks.

The hairy, long-tusked, mastodons were

seldom seen now.

‘The three-toed horses were

somewhat fewer. Their way was less beset by huge
saber-toothed panthers. The jungle itself betrayed
signs of stunted growth. But few birds accompanied the diminishing symphony of untouched nature
with their songs. Even the attacks of the fierce,
little yellow men or slender brown men, who had
infested the tropical forests and contested every
step of the way since they had landed on the southern coast of this barbarous continert, were fewer.
Had the invaders known it, they were witnessing
the beginnings of a gradual evolution from the
tropical to the temperate.

pressed a thousand miles northward, always expecting to see the beloved shores of the sea on the

morrow.
Pralon, somewhat in the lead, stopped. He slipped
off his pointed helmet, releasing his abundant red
hair, which fell to his shoulders, brilliantly reflecting the tropical sun.
He loosened his coat of
armor; the perspiration streamed down his face;
his countenance and build bore undeniable traces
of Caucasian ancestry. The forty young warriors,
which still remained from the original fifty, stopped
also, accepting the chance to rest. Breaking through
the thick underbrush was no child’s play. An observer would have classed the entire company as
Nordic, their complexions ranging from the yellow hair and blue eyes of Kenda to the brown hair
and brown eyes of Dumma, the darkest of the party.
An arrow zipped through the underbrush. It
broke in twain as it struck Pralon’s breast-plates.
The Atlantans acted instinctively in a manner
which suggested long habit and much practice.

“The wall!” Pralon shouted.
A circle of shields was immediately built while

Prince Pralon, lately of Atlantis, was bitter. Only

other shafts sped from thick bushes nearby. The
long points of the shields were stuck into the black

a few moons before he had led an unsuccessful

earth and their edges overlapped, forming a barri-

revolution against his uncle, the king.

cade of steel. The Atlantans strung their bows and
quickly replied to the ambush. ‘The arrows sang as
they whizzed past. To Pralon it was a song of

It mattered

not that the revolt was begotten over the thirtieth
cup of wine. Botschika XXXVII, King of Atlantis,
had given him the choice of a public apology in the
temple or exile with all his followers to the fierce

continent of Northland.

The proud Atlantan re-

fused, for in those days such an apology carried
considerably more disgrace with it, than it would
today. The alternative of the judgment was imposed. A war-galley landed Pralon and his fifty
followers on the southern coast of the continent of
Northland. As the returning galley slipped below
the watery horizon, a council of war was held.

It

resulted in a decision to thoroughly explore the
remote land of their exile before they would at last
be exterminated by the fierce natives. Had Pralon

known the extent of the task they had started upon,
he would have been dismayed. They already had

death. Instinctively he knew that the ambushers
were being worsted. They knew it too. Presently
they charged through the brush, waving their thin,
curved blades viciously. ‘They paid for their temerity in lives as the Atlantan archers cooly marked
them down. A moment later the shield-wall was
torn asunder in a half-dozen places. But the men
from the south were no sluggards at close quarters. They bared their steel and a bloody hand-tohand encounter was in progress. ‘The issue was
not long in doubt. The Atlantans, exiled, a long
way from home, fought desperately, beating the
savages off as they always had before. Fortunately these natives dwelt in small clans, their male
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riors.

[Che Atlantans were never hopelessly out-

numbered.

They lost but two men, but Pralon

feared for the time when their number would be
worn down to where they would be overwhelmed
and slaughtered.
“Cremate the dead”, he tersely told Kenda, his
lieutenant.
“And the barbarians?”

“Leave them to the vultures!”
About noon they crossed a wide river. They
swam it by twos and threes while the rest kept a
sharp outlook for both brown and yellow savages.

They pushed onward into the jungle. As it neared
night, Pralon ordered his scouts to be on the lookout for a suitable place to camp. He deserted the
main group to performa like office himself. Some
miles away, cautiously slipping between a pair of
giant redwoods, he paused. He stood on the edge
of the jungle. He had hoped to see the ocean of
the maritime Atlantans in the distance. Instead
his eyes wandered over a startling vision. He saw

“It calls to my mind an ancient legend of the
Atlantans.
It always interested me to delve
into ancient manuscripts. Perhaps I know more
of it than any living Atlantan. Would you like to
hear it?”
He took their silence for consent. They ranged
themselves closer to the campfire. Each face was
set and serious. Their eyes reflected the dancing
flames.
In the jungle saber-toothed panthers
screamed. Occasionally a lone mastodon trumpeted. Bands of three-toed equines whinnied and
neighed. The cool air resounded with the melancholy inquiry of prehistoric owls. A bat, large as
a rabbit, darted at the campfire. The old, doomed
redwoods, and newly born oaks and _ buckeyes
sighed as the west wind played and rippled through
their boughs. This setting of unspoiled nature was

fitting for the recital of an ancient legend.

Kenda

cleared his throat and began,

“The legend is called the ‘Curse of Botschika’.

He felt, rather than

The priest-king or patriarch, Botschika, of the fifth
generation after Japhet, led his clan from the con-

knew, that the dirt was not a part of any natural

tinent of the northeast as the ice god slowly ad-

a high ridge of barren dirt.
phenomena.

It was artificial.

None of the yellow

or brown clans lived in this manner. ‘Two hunters
passed close to him over the plain. He started.
They were as tall and light-complexioned as any

of his Atlantans.

They wore bear and panther

skins, but the resemblance was there. They carried an antelope suspended from a large stick which

rested on their shoulders. The sun began to drop
behind the mound and Pralon was forced to slip
back to the assembly point.
He said nothing until they had settled down in
an advantageous camp site, ringed it with shields

and finished a deer carcass which Kenda had
bagged. Then he told of his discovery in suppressed
excitement. His companions were inclined to be
skeptical. Dumma asked,

“Have you stumbled on some fermented juice of
the grape? Pray do not conceal it from thy comrades. We have not tasted wine since we were

driven from beloved Atlantis many moons ago.”
“He has merely captured some of that villainous brew which the yellow and brown men concoct’, Rotha laughed.
“Cease thy bantering’”’, Pralon said more sharply,
unaccustomed to having his word doubted.
His earnestness convinced them that he was not
jesting. They slowly accepted the fact. Dumma
said dubiously,
“Then who can these builders of dirt walls be?

vanced upon it. He discovered the balmy island—
continent of Atlantis and founded a great kingdom
there. In time he had four sons and a daughter to
carry on his greatness. He was inclined to favor
his youngest son, who was named Botschika after
his illustrious father. His other children rebelled.
Their names were Monas, the eldest son, Quetzalcoatl, the second, Incan, the third, and the daugh-

ter’s name was Isis.

The rebellion was crushed

after a great battle.
The defeated ones were
brought before Botschika in the temple. His judgment was stern.

“*Monas, you who love to fight, shall be exiled
to barbarous Northland where there are plenty of
savages to occupy the attention of your sword.

Your entire clan shall be exiled with you. Quetzalcoatl, you who love the wine-cup over well, shall be

exiled to the scorching arid land to the west where
your thrist will be the greater. Your clan must go
too, Incan, you who complain of the mild heat of
the Atlantan summer, shall be exiled to the scorch-

ing sun of the continent to the southwest with all
your clan.

Isis, you who

love

to

make

subtle

schemes, shall be exiled to the pagan land to the

east, where perhaps with your plots and magic you
will be welcomed. That is my will. Ere one of
you or your posterity sets foot upon beloved Atlantis again, | condemn Atlantic to sink below the

Why are they so like us, and different from the yel-

waves. Go with my curse!”
There was a deep silence as Kenda completed the

low and brown savages?”

old legend, which was ancient even in that remot

Kenda spoke for the first time.

He had been

among the few not to ridicule Pralon’s discovery.
4
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day.

Finally Pralon asked,

“Think you these are the descendants of Monas

and his lost Atlantans?” Kenda shrugged his shoulders.

He replied with another question,

“Who knows?”
The next morning, the entire party in military

formation, started toward the mound city.

They

advanced boldly into the clearing before the high
mound.
But little later arrows whizzed about
them. Pralon at once appreciated with his soldier’s
eye what a stronghold this mound village was. In
the chill of the morning air he commanded his followers to stop while he advanced wtih his right

hand held high over his head.

This was a uni-

versal sign of peace, meant to show a foe that the

hand held no weapon.

The arrows ceased. A lit-

tle later a tall man, his hair as red as Pralon’s own,
clad in a panther skin, descended the side of the
mound and advanced with his hand held similarly
over his head. A few feet from Pralon he stopped,
evidently astounded by the appearance of the stranger. He spoke a moment in a meaningless gib-

for you are the living proof that the legends of
Monas and Atlantis are not myths as the warriors
were beginning to think.”
“But sacrificing lives will not stop the ice!”
Pralon exclaimed in horror.

“Then countless thousands of beautiful maidens
have died in vain throughout these long aeons”,
Shantah said, shrugging his shoulders.
Despite the fact that his fellow exiles showed the

first signs of barbarism, Pralon had no other choice —
than to throw his lot with them, though he knew

Altah, the king, hated him as an intruder who had
upset the balance of power. Altah had wished to
send him out to build his own mound city or to
one of the other villages, but the balance of warriors defeated this move. Pralon’s forty were a

strong asset in the defense of the community. Perhaps Altah’s enmity was personal, for he and Pralon looked with considerable regard on a certain
maiden.

It

The maiden was Lorra, the daughter of Shantah.

sounded like the speech of the yellow men to him.

Altah had bid for her hand but she had refused him.
The mound system was a matriarchal one and what

berish, but Pralon smiled and shook his head.

He replied in his most literary Atlantan,
“We are exiles from Atlantis.”
The other seemed to recognize some of the words
but he shook his head and smiled. Pralon called
Kenda to him, for Kenda was an expert in ancient
tongues. Kenda had better luck. He modified the
accents and verbs of Pralon’s statement and the
other understood. He accepted the newcomers as
tribesmen and conducted them into the city. It
was some time however before the Atlantans and
the mound men could converse intelligently together without relying on Kenda as an interpreter.
Altah, the chief, was bitter and angry at the action
of Stantah, a sub-chief, in permitting the strangers
into the city, but the mound-builders as a whole
accepted them as brothers. There was considerable feasting and the exiles gradually became used

to the life of the village.
One day Pralon asked Shantah whether there

the members of the gentler sex said usually went.
She looked with considerable favor upon Pralon.
One day, when Pralon presented Shantah with the
sword of one of his slain followers and several antelope carcasses, the inhabitants of the mound city
were not astonished to hear that the bans of matri-

mony were published. One day Pralon found Lorra
sad and depressed.

He at once asked the reason.

“The ice god has crushed the signal pine.

The

scouts have brought word of it. The priests have
selected me as the next sacrifice. I am to be taken
upon the brow of the ice god and thrown into the

deepest crevice. There is no escape.”
“Altah is behind this!” Pralon said angrily.
“I am sad, Pralon, my betrothed, for we would

have been happy”, she said.
Pralon noticed that she was attempting to hold
back the tears.

His hands clenched resolutely into

were mounds to the north as well as the other three
directions.

fists. Then they softened as they patted her shoulder comfortingly.

“There is a great wall of ice there, which is
mound enough,” Shantah explained. “Every twelve

“We will be happy”, he said earnestly. “I am
still civilized. I and forty others do not believe in

moons we sacrifice a maiden to the ice god.”
“What for?” Pralon was startled.

the ice god.
place.”

cor

‘he priests have ordered it.

The ice god ad-

I do not think the sacrifice will take

He secretly gathered his men together, the brave
forty that had followed him through the countless

vances slowly but surely, crushing all before it. In
not many seasons it will be crushing our mounds
which we have been constructing since the time of
Monas. When that occurs our defenses and the
hallowed graves of our ancestors will be no more.

perils of the prehistoric forest, the men who had
sworn to follow him to death if necessary. He
quickly told them the situation and his plans.

There was to have been another sacrifice but the

tested. “It is death.

feasting in your honor has delayed it.

ies are near at hand and they are subject to Altah.

It was

driven temporarily from the minds of the people,

“But forty against four hundred”, Kenda pro-

Besides the other mound cit-

It is impossible!”
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“These will even the matter of numbers’, Prafon smiled grimly, pointing to his forehead and
patting his swordhilt.

The next morning at sunrise the priests led Lorra
from her father’s long-house.

Spectators came out

of their hogans to watch the ceremony. A body of
warriors, personally led by Altah, accompanied
them to prevent any disorders which usually occurred when there were grieving relatives at hand.

habit of the clergy to play politics when they could
not control them.
Pralon’s first act was to abolish human sacrifice.
He reconciled the faction led by Shantah and the
group led by the late Altah. Shantah had been
considering rebellion, but Pralon had forestalled him
by his interference. The new king sent out word
to the vassal villages of the change of dynasties and
the first royal edict. There was considerable dire

Solidly barring their way stood Pralon and his
brave forty, their bright armor reflecting the rays
of the rising sun.

foreboding by the clergy, and prophecies of catastrophies soon to follow but Pralon was not super-

“Who said this maid is to be sacrificed?” Pralon
asked calmly.

government.

Altah, the king, stepped forward, hairy and huge,
the mightiest warrior of the mound men.
“Who dares question the commands of Altah?”
he roared.
“I, Pralon, prince of Atlantis!”
Altah decided at that moment that Pralon must
die. He eyed the forty immobile men behind the
rebel dubiously. He had discovered them to be
terrible in combat, trained to a degree of perfec-

tion that he had never before seen. ‘These were to
be reckoned with. He debated whether to sound
the attack signal or engage Pralon personally.
The high priest was somewhat more public-

spirited.

He did not wish a civil war within the

capital mound city. It would result in a depleted
male population and an easy success for the next
attack in force by either the Malay or yellow savages. He had been doubtful of the wisdom of
Altah’s selection for the sacrifice anyway and
blamed the king for the present complication. His
old brain worked quickly. It was better that one
man should die than scores. The sage shouted,
“The combat!”

There was no help for it. Altah was trapped in
his own plot. When a warrior challenged a mound
king in single combat, he was either slain or became king as soon as the ashes of his predecessor
were disposed of. Altah whipped out his broad
sword. Pralon, accepting the challenge to single
combat, met him with his own steel. The issue was
not long in doubt. Altah could not stand against
the subtle skill of the Atlantan, who was fighting
for his sweetheart, his life, and an ideal. Within
the hour Altah’s ashes were consigned to the mound

stitious.

For once the clericals failed to control the

Pralon sent a party of explorers south in charge

of Kenda.

The purpose of the expedition was to

consider the practicality of an attack on Atlantis
and the assumption of the throne of his tyrannical
uncle. The same week great storms broke. ‘There
were a half-dozen mighty earthquakes in rapid succession. The heavens were filled with pyrotechnic
splendor. When the anger of nature had subsided
the mob stormed the long-house of Pralon. ‘They

claimed that it had been a sign of the displeasure
of the ice god and that still more terrible things
would follow. Pralon recognized the hand of the
high priest in this. His Atlantans surrounded him,
ready to resist an attack. Pralon quieted them.
He said,
“Your fabled ice god had naught to do with this.

There is the cause!”
He pointed dramatically. A giant comet, its diameter fully in inch, was slowly disappearing below the celestial equator. The mound men paused.
Pralon continued,

“The great manitou is pleased with us.
his messenger to destroy the ice god.

time to rejoice and not fear!”
The high priest scratched his head.
new one.

He sent
Now is a

This was a

Pralon thought always a little faster than

he did. The warriors paused. There was a good
deal of discussion. Finally a party of scouts, in
which Pralon cleverly included a few Atlantans,
were dispatched to examine the progress of the ice

god. They did not know that Pralon had examined it already and found that the great glacier had
been broken into a thousand parts and for some
reason. had receded already a hundred yards. He

guessed from his Atlantan knowledge of astron-

lieved that the spirits of the dead would aid in the
defense if they were given this honor. Shortly after

omy, that the comet
earth somewhat. He
orbit about the earth
it had been.
When

that Pralon was declared king by the high priest.

was hailed as a great prophet and deliverer.

The sage was heartily in accord with the choice as
he recognized the fact that Pralon held a sort of
balance of power in the village. It had been the

political strength was never greater.
Within a year Kenda’s party returned, minus

he had often helped defend, as the mound men be-
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had changed the axis of the
had observed that the moon’s
was considerably nearer than
the scouts returned Pralon

His

several of their number. They had found the king-

dom of the Mayas to the south and learned of their

legends concerning the “feathered
Quetzalcoatl.

serpent”

or

They learned also of the Incas of

mixed with the Malayan natives to form a new race
who were colored a peculiar reddish bronze.
He followed the advice and example of his Atlan-

Under Kenda’s supervision a scouting ship

tans and wed Lorra, since the time of betrothal

had been built. Atlantis should have been within
easy distance of Yucatan, but Kenda failed to find

(Oh, how beautiful!) to the fertile valley of the

Peru.

it.

He was horrified when at last he came to the

conclusion that Atlantis had sunk beneath the
waves, thwarting Pralon’s ambition of leading the
lost Atlantans back to their homeland. He learned
also that the clans of Incan and Quetzalcoatl had

had ended.

It was he who gave the name Aheyo,

mound builders. He settled down to the more or
less warlike existence of the tribe, realizing that
some day his race would also form a new race in
conjunction with the yellow and brown tribes. It
all might have been different had it not been for
the curse of Botschika.

The Broken Vase
By N. DIDISHKO
I gaze at the vase, the broken vase;
The vase, that 1s no more a vase!
Alas, all the flowers have drooped and are dead,
And the petals around it lie,
For the waters have fled,
And the vase is dry!
I gaze at the vase, the broken vase;
The vase, that is no more a vase!

And I see as I gaze at the beauty that stands
In so graceful a form as a vase,
That something brands
Her marble face,
’Tis a crack on the face of the broken vase,
The vase, that is no more a vase!

I gaze at a maid that loves not a man;
That maid, she 1s no more a maid!
The form may be there and beautiful too,
But the waters have fled,
And the flowers that grew
Are faded and dead.
I gaze at the vase, the broken vase;
The vase, that is no more a vase!
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Found and Lost
MacKay & MacKay Lose a Case

By ART FOCKE
H

E was more than a bit proud as he stood
before the long mirror, his hand on the

handle of the door in which the glass was
impanelled. And he looked more than a bit hand-

some, with his dark topcoat over his arm and his
well-fitting Tuxedo looking as though he had been
poured into it, and then allowed to settle until the

desiréd effect had been achieved.
He was more than a bit proud of the not-too-old
and not-too-new family name of MacKay and all
that it stood for. He was proud to know that he
would some day be one of the MacKays of “MacKay & MacKay, attorneys at law”, retained by the

best firms in the East.
He was thoroughly proud of the trim, athletic-

looking figure he cut.

He was proud of his mem-

wasn’t a bad life, he decided, and was too young to

know that he was riding his pride for a fall.
oOo
oe
Having duly paid his respects to the hostess,
MacKay found himself, without knowing exactly
why, dancing with

her

daughter,

little,

harum-

scarum Natalie Ward. She amused him, invariably,
with her escapades, but he fancied himself old
enough, and wise enough, to smile in a slightly indulgent and superior manner at her attempts at

social welfare work.
She was telling him of one, now.

“The most

beautiful little Italian girl you ever laid eyes on”,
she eulogized.
It was old stuff, and he listened to about half of
it, just managing to show the proper interest while

bership in the best clubs, and the name of Jerry

looking among the crowd for those he knew.

MacKay stood proudly at scratch in the list of the

A pause told him that she had finished her tale.
He asked idly:
.

Metropolitan handicaps.
MacKay did not admit to himself that he was
proud of these things. He merely allowed them all
to cross his mind in the second that it took him to
close the closet door after removing his topcoat.
If any one had accused him of being proud of them,
the accuser’s jaw would have run the risk of being
caressed by the sun-browned MacKay right hand.
His .car, according to order, stood at the door,

the motor idling easily.

He shifted the gears in

leisurely fashion and rolled smoothly down the
drive, his youth drinking in the early June beauty
of the elms which lined it.
Half-amused, half-bored, half liking it, he cursed

the fates which deemed, every now and then, that
the youngest of the MacaKys attend a glittering
social function. He would rather have danced as
the spirit moved him, and not at the beck of some
anxious or ambitious hostess. But the tabloids
chose to inform the world, every now and then, of
“Jerry” MacKay, one of New York’s most eligible
young bachelors”, and society’s hostesses had recognized the fact.
But, being in demand helped to make the things
bearable, and as a matter of course Jerry MacKay
danced with the most beautiful girls.
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Oh, well, it

“And where, little girl, did you find this—this gift of the spaghetti-eating peoples to the AngloSaxon race? In one of your usual Salvation Army
hangouts?”
The question was never answered. Another couple crashed into him. He turned to make an apol-

ogy, but the “I’m sorry” froze to his lips. His eyes
were looking at the most beautiful girl they had
ever been laid upon.
He didn’t know why he had found himself dancing with Natalie Ward, but he knew very well why
he was dancing with Rosina Ambrosi, Natalie’s latest “find”.
He had the grace to feel not all superior when
Natalie Ward cornered himalittle later.
“And what does the big, strong, handsome bachelor think of my latest protege now”, she taunted,
knowing as well as he that he was standing alone
in the garden only because one of the other eligible
young bachelors had practically pried Rosina from
him after his third consecutive dance.

“Score one”, he replied in acknowledgmnet.
“Do you still want to know where I found her,

Jerry?”
“No.

As a matter of fact,

I

don’t care.

It

wouldn't make any difference if her father had

blacked Mussolini’s boots”. Not a very pretty
speech, but it expressed his feelings. And Natalie
could recognize that as an indication of surrender,
he thought as he walked away.
i

eo

More thrilled than he had ever been in his life,
he guided his long, low roadster through the narrow streets of the Italian quarter, to the address she
had given him. Hardly a word was spoken, from
the Ritz all the way to Mulberry street.
He pressed the car to the curb before a ramshackle
tenement structure, and cut off his engine at the
same moment.

:

“Let’s sit here and talk for a few minutes”, he
said. “Do you mind?”
An hour later they were still talking, and they
might have talked until dawn, but for an interruption which set Jerry’s pulses throbbing. A shiftyeyed little Italian approached the car, failing to attract their attention until he was upon them.

The rat stood upon the curb and whispered
through clenched teeth:
“Mees Ambrosi, a beeg raid, she come quueck.
Better no stay.” He disappeared into the house,
as silently as he had come.
“What’s he mean?” MacKay asked

“Liquor squad.

You’d better leave”.

‘The color

Natalie Ward to pick up tramps, but it was an entirely different thing for Jerry MacKay.
“You'd better leave’, she repeated.

“Alright.”
She opened the door and vanished inside the
house before he could start the car. He restrained
an impulse to call out.
The drive back to Long Island was as dreary as
the drive earlier in the evening had been invigorating. He reflected that he had done the only thing
he could have done. The girl, underneath the skin,
was as good as he, no doubt, but he knew what the
pride of his family would say.

He didn’t think of it like that, exactly.

He con-

vinced himself by every argument he could muster
that he had done the right thing, and pride and
snobbishness hadn't entered into it at all.
*

*K

*

Jerry MacKay rose next morning with a grudge
against the world. It was not lessened when he
saw Rosina’s picture staring up at him from the
front page of the Graphic, and read these lines beneath the photograph:
“Miss Rosina Ambrosi, daughter of Amadeo Am-

brosi, Italian senator-elect from California, spent
last night in Mulberry-street station-house. Miss
Ambrosi was taken in a raid on a Mulberry-street

speak-easy, where she had been living incognito,

had left her face, and she was obviously frightened.
“No, Pll stay with you”, he said. And suddenly

Italian quarter.

knew that he didn’t want to stay. The firm of
MacKay & MacKay. could not afford to be mixed
up in such an affair. And it was all very well for

leased as soon as her identity had been established,
and a motorcycle guard escorted her to the home
of friends of the senator at a Park-avenue address.”

studying social conditions among people in the

The senator’s daughter was re-
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Has Civilization Helped Manr
By CHARLES H. BOESCH
A running mate to the article by Louis Otto. Both
Mr. Boesch and Mr. Otto have something to say as
to what is wrong with our present mode of living. Mr.

Boesch says—but read it yourself.

—TueE Eprror.

TL

iat is no doubt but that science has made
what we classify today as civilization. Is
man at the present time on a higher plane
due to the advances made by science? Anyone who
did not wish to provoke thought would answer in
the affirmative. I will endeavor to prove that life
as we live it in this generation is not any better,
and perhaps I might say worse, than that enjoyed

by our forefathers.
Science has merely kept apace with the evils it

stated. ‘Take the wearing of glasses. Nearly every
person past the age of youth has this encumbrance
thrust upon him.

Our predecessors never knew

what this affliction meant.

During the preceding

periods was the human race blind or cursed with
as many diseases of the optic as have today come
into prominence? One might say that they were
not “educated’’, that they did not need glasses for
they did not carry on such an extensive program of
reading. ‘This may be answered with a question:
How then did they produce such masterpieces of
art and literature, sculpture and painting? It can
be easily solved by stating that instead of going in
quest of books they solved the problems themselves

and therefore have set down the principles for the

formed; oftentimes falling in the rear of the havoc
it wrought. It has tried to form a better type of

parrots of the present day to imitate.

living on this planet. Civilization according to any
dictionary means the reclaim from savagery. We

or a Raphael?

have risen above the stage of brutal savagery or
harm to the body to one that is coated with a layer
of veneer when we injure not the body but the
emotions, thoughts and consequently the mental
balance of humans. We are becoming materialistic in the true sense just as the machines we are inventing to relieve ourselves of bodily toil. Man is
becoming just as the robot he forms, purely mechanical, without a thought of why he is performing a certain deed or what end he is attaining.
As is stated in our Declaration of Independence,
every man is left free for the pursuit of happiness.
Is America enjoying a period of true happiness with
its gayety and age of so-called syncopation? It is
purely superficial and transient happiness expressing the similar thoughts of its people. This state
cannot be described as true happiness for while it
is here today it is gone tomorrow. Happiness is
the inner feeling enjoyed with the accomplishment
of anything that will prove beneficial and aid to
make life more enjoyable to the people it concerns.
We have forsaken culture, art and even happiness

to obtain luxury.

Luxury is the free indulgence in

the pleasures that gratify the senses.

These are

Has this era produced a Milton, or a Shakespeare

It hasn’t, due to the trend of mod-

ern education. We sit by a radio smoking a pipe,
listening with a dormant mind to someone who
may or may not be “educated” and expect by some
unknown force that we ourselves will become imbued with a true knowledge of the subject. The
student has ceased to think; he is becoming a mimical repeater of the thoughts of some thinker who
preceded him.

What is the curse of this upheaval bringing in its
wake recklessness and monetary happiness? It
was started when science developed machinery to

substitute for collective thinking.

It perfected an

instrument that instead of killing one man “brutally” it could wound and maim dozens and even

hundreds. ‘This is one of the results of civilization.
The only effect this could have was to make the
human believe that life is cheap and thereby no
great loss is sustained by its extermination. They
have invented mechanical robots that instead of
thinking do the same thing day after day until the
metal that forms their brain has become crystallized
and falls to pieces.

The introduction of machinery has brought with
it many problems that cannot be solved and places
man in a more degrading and less happy position

the instincts of an animal and still our great sci-

than formerly.

entists are devising means to obtain this.
Proving that science has merely tried to keep
pace with its evils, one of its many evils may be

his bread by pleasant toil (some may criticize this)
surrounded by his wife and children. His love for
his wife was something real and true; it was bind-
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In preceding centuries man earned

ing not phlegmatic; it was emotional not sensual;
then a male chose his mate not for her beauty or

ly and concisely, but, | wonder if he is wealthy

enough to exert an influence on the low-minded

[In the scram-

public. Our standards are based on the materialistic. ‘The only success one can attain is to horde
and accumulate a large amount of the precious
metals. The great financiers and misers of ancient
times have lived their lives of selfishness and material happiness and are forgotten. But, where is
the person today who claiming to have at least a
little education, does not know something of the

ble of our battle with time we are developing into

works or at least the names of the great writers,

a race of degenerate humans who have not even a
sound body to lodge a sound mind. In our hurry
our nervous systems are being undermined-and science tries to come to the rescue with a bottle of
nerve tonic. There is no doubt that formerly the
human race was on a higher plane of physical quali-

poets, artists and painters of the aforementioned
periods.

ability to perfectly drape a piece of furniture but
one who by mutual effort could make life happier
and more contented. ‘Today a man does not often
know who is his wife due to the complex system of
our judicial proceedings.

We are not gaining a thing with our efforts to
speed up the workings of mankind.

Morally they had a better notion of life as it
should be lived than we have. They understood

eases not by a dose of a chemical preparation taken
three times a day, but by preparation by natural
means and a rugged life for such an occasion. They

nature and through this medium recognized the
power and works of a Supreme Being. The nearest that most of us get to nature is to remove the
dust from our eyes while traveling to observe billboards advertising medicines prescribed for an ailment with which someone has concluded the ma-

were men who loved nature, understood it and be-

jority of the human race is afflicted.

lieved in it; not a class of milk-fed cripples who
think that the only use of a tree is to burn and give
the pampered body a sensation of added warmth.

alistic mind “Gold”. The intricacies of nature with

fications.

‘They had the ability to ward off dis-

We have been lowered into a class of moneygrabbers, even forsaking right and justice to place

our hand on the “filthy lucre”.

Our first thought

on meeting a fellow-creature is not on the development of his character or his ability to think clear-

Our idea of a

Supreme Being becomes one formed by the materitheir revelations are lost in our regard. We therefore sink lower than even the savages who recognized One who domineers and guides nature in its
various moods. Truly we have become materialistic
when we picture the Creator as a statue of gold set

with precious stones.
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The Editor’s
Soap Box

Here’s to a flying start in the new
year. We have to begin sometime, so it might as well be now.

Not that we want to begin.

Save the mark!

We

had visions of Utopia and complete relaxation for
this new year, but not so, not so were our dreams
fulfilled. We had grand expectations of an opportunity to prove our latent laziness, but the occasion has been relegated to the trash heap of impracticabilities. In other words, this Christmas holiday
business gave us a grand.appetite for leisure, perhaps a little more than leisure, perhaps it was an
appetite for an indolent life; however, this craving
cannot be satisfied, for there is too much on hand
at present.
It may be that when spring rolls
around with a better excuse and more opportunity
for loafing, we may yet prove our adeptness in this
gentle art. Yes, loafing is truly an art, that is,
graceful loafing is an art. ‘he common bum, both
the species panhandler and the species drugstorius
cowboyus do not loaf gracefully; they have too
much effort in their indolence; they labor to acquire technique in vain. ‘The true artist in this

phisticated, sceptical silence. How many barren
minds have been sown over night in futile hope of

an early harvest.

How many—This has to stop

sometime, for there is an answer, and we must have
space for the answer. The answer is: Not very
many. Yes sir, there are not very many brows furrowed and all the rest of it. Students have made
a pretense of fright over exams for many years, and

it is just a lot of balderdash.

They have waved

the bogie too long. People, especially the people
in this highly incredulous age, will suspect that it
is nothing but wood, straw and rags if they don’t
stop. Collegians have simulated fear at the approach of exams just as boys take on an appearance of angelic innocence in the presence of elderly
females. It has to be explained. Our great commonwealth has been deceived too long, and now
they clamor for an investigation. Ladies and gentlemen, we shall give you more than an investigation, we shall give you—shush !—an exposé.
No ma’am. No sir. The college boys do not
fear anything. Of course we admit there is something about their attitude that might lead to the

matter has genius, he blends completely with, and

conclusion that they have fear gnawing like a rat

interprets gracefully, the other fauna of Dame Nature. Which is all said because your Editor feels
lazy. .

at their vitals. But ma’am and sir, it is not fear
that causes the sombre expression. It is something more noble; something worthy of their ancestors, and at the same time fit for our modern

On the wings of a January storm comes the
spectre of the exams.

How many troubled brows

have taken on a new furrow in these days.

How

much innocent laughter has been frozen into soPage thirty

age and our lofty position of intellectual enlightenment.

It is the age-old virtue of fatalism.

It

is manhood’s indisputable statement; either you do,
or you don’t.

Either you pass, or you flunk.

Be-

hold, how they go to the trysting place, there to
have their fate measured with the slide rule and
text book, analyzed in the laboratory, and decided
irrefutably in silence. Behold, their faces cast in
marble, their eyes cast on the ground in contemplation, many even with a slight cast in one eye,
and all have cast their books with vigor. Can you

thought, for wherever the team contests the name
University of Dayton is placed before the eyes of
the public. And then again, every university debated is another relationship established.
We take off our hats to the debaters, may success ight upon their banner and the banner of the
school.

ever again say that they fear the examinations?
You can, and probably will.

tercollegiate debating organization within a few

Undoubtedly, there will come a time when men
will wear beards again. It will be interesting to
see just what sort of beard will gain the popular
approval, and what alterations it will take from
time to time.
The hirsute decoration is man’s inalienable right.
But not only a right and privilege, it seems to have
a fatal attraction for him. Every male has a distinct longing at one time or another to know what
his appearance would be like if it were changed
by the growth of a “beaver”. In all probability, if
every male did wear a beard, the longing would
be to know what the appearance would be without
facial adornment. We always want something else
other than that which we already have. ‘Then, too,
the elements of personal gratification and vanity
enter into the matter. However, this is not one of
those long ramblings and probings into the minds
of fellow humans. It is well sometimes to know a
fact without having to take it apart to see how the

years. Something to be proud of, that. It is enough

machinery works.

to make a person wish that he hada little of this
thing called forensic ability.

doubtedly wear beards again; whether those beards
be of the patriarchal, mutton, or Van Dyke styles
does not influence the outcome of the matter.

This is in re the individuals who send us written approval or disapproval concerning the literary attempts contained within the covers of the
Exponent. To them we give our sincere thanks for
their thoughtful criticism and praise.
How else may we progress save by knowing what
effects our writings make? We can not give you
the things that you desire if we do not know your
tastes. We cannot make improvements if we do not
know what sort of improvements are required.
Hence, we thank those of you who have sent your
opinions, and hope that you may find something of
pleasure in these pages.

Will you take a look at the itinerary of the debaters?

Eastern, Western and Northern trips of

about a week each.

We have developed a real in-

Washington, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Chicago, and
a host of other stops. ‘This is a little food for

Thus, we say that men will un-

Beards there are not, but beards there will be.
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Joe Spatz
BAKERY

When in need of new Glasses or
repairs are necessary on the

old glasses, visit

117 South Ludlow

Telephone Garfield 4899

OPTICIANS

Hollencamp
s

Ask the U. of D. Boys,

They know!

The Joe.
0,Frank Co,

SODA

BUTTER, EGGS and POULTRY

In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best

Quality Store—29 S. Jefferson St.

Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

- Phone Garfield 1747
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fast 2819 and 589—Plant, Xenia Pike.
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REICHERT'S
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TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES
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“Dark Cream”
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‘Baked Goods

The Hollencamp Products Co.
At your favorite grocer
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